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Outline

• Present research (2012) which critically analyses:
– the meaning of MSFD and its implications for the UK
– the meaning of MSP and its implications for the UK

• Discuss the relationship between MSFD and MSP
in the context of UK marine policy
– From the perspective of interviewees from aggregate dredging
and renewable energy industries, consultants, NGOs, and
government agencies.
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UK Background

NOTE: Our research conducted in 2012, prior to MSP Directive 2014

• Two EU initiatives responding to increasing pressures on the marine
environment
– MSFD (2008): legal requirement for MSs to attain Good
Environmental Status (GES) across 4 regional seas
• Transposed into UK national legislation through the Marine Strategy Regulations 2010,
placing new environmental requirements on all marine users

– IMP (2007) encouraged coastal MSs to develop integrated national
maritime policies (INMP) and establish marine spatial plans
• Coordinates different uses of marine space to achieve national priorities
• UK introduced INMP & MSP as an outcome of the Marine and Coastal Access Act
(MCA) 2009, the Marine (Scotland) Act of 2010

Complex Relationship

• Two perspectives:
1.

MSP envisaged as a means of implementing the environmentally-focused MSFD.
• At the time of writing MSP, like IMP, did not yet have any legal force
• “the EU might find that the member states [only] fulfil their ‘environmental dimension’
obligations of the IMP” [Koivurova 2009, p. 178]

2.

MSP has been interpreted as having a wider and more powerful role of balancing
environmental and economic imperatives
• including the evaluation of MSFD’s environmental prescriptions against national socioeconomic priorities
• “Member States should develop their own national integrated maritime policies”, the EU
asserts that “one size does not fit all: there are different, equally suitable ways to make an
integrated approach to maritime affairs work” [EU COM 2008 395 Final, p. 9]

– MSFD is a framework directive
• onus on Member States to formulate targets and measures to achieve GES in their own waters
• allows for interpretations via MSP that reflect their national contexts
[The new EU MSP Directive supports perspective 2 on MSP, and may allay criticism 1]…..
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Two Questions: Our Study Aims
• To identify whether MSP is the servant of MSFD
(i.e. its implementer); or its master (i.e.
customising or adjusting it to the UK context)?
• To determine which is the more practicable
instrument of maritime policy in the UK – MSFD
or MSP?

Methods: Two sectors selected
Due to their major presence in the UK marine
environment.
Marine Aggregates
• industry predicted to expand to meet the
demands of coastal defence, beach
nourishment and construction projects
(including wind turbine foundations)
Renewable Energy
• wind farm energy forecast to increase from
1.5GW to 18GW by 2020 when it is expected
to provide the UK with its largest contribution
of renewable electricity – offshore focus
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Methods:
Key informant interviews
FORCE
• Key informant interviews
– 15 interviewees
– Most senior staff directly or indirectly
involved in the two industries
– Remainder from ENGOs, conservation
agencies, consultancies and academia.
– Purposive sampling adopted to ensure
relevant experience of interviewees

• Semi-structured
– combination of open-ended, intermediate,
and ending-type questions
– incorporated in an interview guide sent to
informants one week prior to interview to
allow question familiarisation

Methods: Analysis
• All interviews recorded and transcribed
• Informants identified only by broad stakeholder
category - ensure anonymity

• Transcripts imported into QSR NVivo 9
qualitative data analysis software
• Themes interpreted by manual coding
• Mixed approach; some themes were known in
advance, some emerged from the data
• Links between different codes were established,
and literature used to provide context

• Matrix coding query run in
NVivo to establish
relationships between
themes
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Results

MSFD Practicability

• Legally requires GES by 2020, via 11 qualitative descriptors
• Is it purely environmental?
– “[although] one of the overarching aims is for sustainable use...the descriptors
and objectives...[were] purely for environmental targets, which...has the
tendency to make industry sectors think...it’s just another piece of environmental
legislation rather than having potential benefits for sustainable development”

• What is GES? Pristine; sustainable; or status quo?
– Defra “GES does not require the achievement of a pristine environmental state
across the whole of the UK’s seas...Achieving GES involves protecting the marine
environment, preventing its deterioration and restoring it where practical, whilst
at the same time providing for sustainable use of marine resources”.
– Definitions of ‘protecting’, ‘restoring’, and ‘sustainable use’ are highly contested,
and capable of justifying a variety of different baselines….
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MSFD Problems Determining Baselines

•

MSFD states that “given current lack of data, the use of current baselines, based
on best available data, may be the only practical option for many habitats at the
present time”. But using current data as the baseline risks conferring good
environmental status on degraded ecosystems.

•

Lack of scientific data
– “unfortunately...baselines, reference areas, reference conditions…that’s going to be
wonky...until the monitoring becomes more methodical and consistent, I think we’ve
still got a long way to go on that”.

•

Subjective definition of ‘good’ in GES is derived from societal values and
judgements
– social construction rather than a biological ‘fact’; meaning will vary over time and
circumstance: “It can be argued that ‘goodness’ is not a property that is intrinsic to
nature but an extension of our human value system...Each generation tends to set its
own reference state employing the information from the period it felt to be ‘the best’”

MSFD Compatibility

• How far MSFD is already being implemented in the UK under other
environmental legislation such as the Water Framework Directive (WFD)?
• Significant overlaps
– UK government intends to utilise existing mechanisms to achieve GES, but
uncertainty is high, leaving industry to make educated guesses. E.g. difficult
to see MSFD links to the CFP. “fisheries don’t really see the relevance of
MSFD...for them when they’ve got the CFP which is dealing with all their
fisheries”.

• Ecosystem-based approach (EBA) which is an integral element of MSFD
– But the MSFD fails to explain what EBA means and needs
– e.g. “How will EBA guide policy-makers in striking a balance between such
varied conservation objectives as maintaining biological diversity (Descriptor
1), ensuring that commercially exploited fish and shellfish are within safe
biological limits (D3), and minimising eutrophication (D5)”?
– Requires considerable understanding of the ecosystem, including knowledge
of cause and effect which is not yet available on a regional scale….
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MSFD Stakeholder Engagement
•

Article 18 of MSFD requires Member States to provide “early and effective
opportunities to participate’’ in the implementation of the Directive.
– But MSFD introduction accused of being top-down and technocratic, ignoring
stakeholder claims (Van Hoof 2009).
– “I don’t see a process to gather those societal value judgements in any balanced
way, it’s most likely going to be who shouts the loudest”.

•

No guidance as to which are legitimate ‘stakeholders’ or ‘interested parties’; or
what ‘early’ and ‘effective’ opportunities to participate mean
– “imbalance between the significant emphasis placed on scientific inputs to the
policy-making process and the comparatively limited emphasis placed on
stakeholder inputs, particularly with respect to the development of marine
strategies”.

•

Criticism links to charges that MSFD lacks a level playing field among sectors.
– Some have more influence and power; threatens to hijack decisions in favour of the
strongest parties, e.g. shipping, oil, gas and wind farm industries > fishing and
tourism Ounanian 2012

MSFD Exemptions and Harmonisation

• Exemptions to achieving GES
– (a) action for which it is not responsible; (b) natural causes; (c) force majeure;
(d) overriding public interest; (e) insufficient time; (f) no significant risk to the
marine environment; or (g) disproportionate costs

• “what constitutes ‘overriding public interest’? And at what level do
costs become ‘disproportionate’ and to whom?”
– allows scope to member states to interpret GES and its descriptor indicators
in their own way.
– But the lack of common interpretations foster confusion and conflict
between MSs, adversely affecting industries operating across the EU
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MSFD Lack of Data

•

Data deficiency lies at the root of many problems
– Across descriptors, understanding is poor, due to high cost of marine survey;
– “a lot of the targets and indicators being set are more qualitative than quantitative
which is not ideal”.

•

Contributions to data pool contested
– “trying to...get industry to make its data more readily available...we still struggle to
get best access to the data.”
– vs “it’s not our job to research seafloor integrity or biodiversity….”
– “offshore wind and the dredging industry have put a lot of information in… a lot of
other industries aren’t, the likes of fisheries... a push from government is needed to
even the playing field”.

•

Need for data less important than need to collate and analyse existing info

MSFD Lack of Political Will

• One of the greatest obstacles is lack of political will. UK’s GES targets
and indicators criticised as un-ambitious. Due to?
– size of the marine area & maritime economy (much to lose by stringent
regulation),
– a traditional evidence-based rather than a precautionary approach to
environmental policy, focus on industry priorities (Defra indicated that the UK
would only do the minimum required, 2012),
– euro-sceptic politicians reluctant to fully implement EU environmental
directives
– scarce financial and human resources exacerbated by austerity measures
– claims over an unrealistically tight timescale for implementation.
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MSP in the UK
• Important characteristics for the UK
– its aim of sustainable development of marine resources, not just environmental
protection;
– priorities set by a political, not a scientific or technical decision-making process.
– integrative role

• Designed to replace the current fragmented system of sectoral decision
making – industry support this
– “For too long policies on...maritime transport, fisheries, energy, surveillance and
policing of the seas, tourism, the marine environment, and marine research have
developed on separate tracks, at times leading to inefficiencies, incoherencies and
conflicts of use”
– “There are...undoubtedly a whole range of user conflicts, and some of those can be
addressed through spatial planning”.

• Narrower views include its creation as:
–
–
–
–

an instrument for the introduction of a network of MPAs
a conduit to pave the way for offshore energy installations such as wind farms
a method of delivering the ecosystem-based approach (EBA
a means of implementing the MSFD.

MSP: Subservient or Dominant?
• Subservient? MSP seen by many as the obvious mechanism for
implementing MSFD
– UK government identified MSP as a key delivery mechanism for MSFD,
– through the Marine and Coastal Access Act of 2009, the Marine (Scotland) Act
of 2010, development of Marine Plans, and a decision framework on licensing
marine activities, it contributes significantly to the UK’s achievement of GES

• Dominant? MSFD implements the (environmental) aims of MSP
– “marine planning does what it was set up to do...there’s social, economic and
environmental, the three pillars of sustainable development, MSFD is for the
environment, marine planning is for all three”
– MSP is neutral between competing conservation and development missions

• To reconcile these:
– acknowledge the complementary and mutually interactive relationship between
MSFD and MSP
– parallel political processes operating simultaneously at different scales
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MSP Criticisms: how practical is it?
• Unnecessary, as engagement is already high (dredging)
– we have regular opportunities to meet with them...we recognise we need to
be...good neighbours to other industries”

• Existing constraints limit utility (physical, historic, sectoral)
– ..if you’ve got an oil field you can’t say ‘right, we’ll exploit that over there’, it is
where it is..
– I think is unrealistic...the continental shelf around the UK has been developed
and activities have taken place on it for decades

• Not value neutral
– “from an MSFD perspective, you need that sort of more prescriptive approach
[adopted by the Dutch and the Belgians] to make the difficult decisions and
make the judgements in order to deliver the benefits......[UK] Marine Policy
Statement doesn’t provide any sort of guidance over prioritisation or importance
of uses or activities, it just presents each of the various uses and resources and
activities in isolation…. one activity or use is going to find itself perhaps
compromised against another activity or use…no guidance for decision makers”

MSP Criticisms: how practical is it?
• Biased towards the offshore wind energy industry
– weaker sectors such as inshore fishers could suffer injustice if MSP favours the more
powerful sectors who wield political clout
– not only unfair but counterproductive (vs aggregates)

• Democratic deficit
– failed to engage vulnerable stakeholders in its decision-making processes. “To date,
planning for the sea has developed from largely scientific roots and rationalist traditions”
unlike new moves in terrestrial planning
– little effective engagement of stakeholders has occurred in the UK’s MSP, as logistics of
organising contributions are daunting

• Self-contradictory: both flexible and uniform
– “MSP will vary across member states” and “Development…by Member States is taking
place, but on an ad hoc basis, following different paths and time scales. A more coherent
common approach would significantly enhance the potential value of MSP ”…

• Lack of a legal foundation
– Now resolved…?
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Conclusions
•

MSP is a more practicable initiative than MSFD for the UK

•

MSP is the dominant player in the UK – capacity to include UK economic priorities
– MSFD ‘framework’ nature allows considerable variation in its application; MSP has scope to
interpreting it to synchronise with national sustainable use priorities

•

Both are flawed, but MSFD suffers from more weaknesses than MSP.
– Because the UK government has chosen to interpret MSP less as a means of implementing MSFD
than as a means of adapting MSFD into the UK environmental culture of balancing
environmental objectives against socio-economic objectives, MSFD is likely to have a minimal
economic impact on either the aggregate dredging sector or the wind farm sector in the UK.

•

New MSP directive provides it legal status and can reinforce the UK’s strategy of
prioritising sustainable development over conservationism in its application of MSFD
– Minimum requirements for the drawing up of national maritime spatial plans are already being
implemented in the UK through the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009
– Further work is needed to identify a wider array of human activities and the most effective way
of managing them

For References: See original paper at
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308597X1300153X
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Questions?
clare.fitzsimmons@ncl.ac.uk
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